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The predictions of perturbative QCD for the evolution of quark and gluon distributions for 
polarized hadrons, in general, and for polarized protons, in particular, are developed. Analytical 
and numerical studies suggest that quark and gluon polarizations increase with increasing energy 
at fixed Feynman x. Moreover, the average gluon asymmetry grows as In Q2, receiving contributions 
from both quark and gluon asymmetries at lower energy. This has important implications for the 
growth of orbital angular momenta of patrons and presents a challenge to model building. A new 
sum rule for a particular moment of the quark and gluon asymmetries is derived. 
We conclude that more work is needed to determine how useful polarized proton beams might 
be in the search for and exploration of new physics in lepton-proton, p~ and pp colliders. 
1. Introduction 
The p red i c t i ons  o f  Q C D  for the evolu t ion  o f  the u n p o l a r i z e d  nuc leon  s t ructure  
funct ions  have  been  exhaus t ive ly  s tud ied  [1]. A l t h o u g h  a great  dea l  o f  theore t ica l  
work  has been  devo ted  to sp in  physics  at shor t  d i s tances  [2], the  po la r i zed  nuc leon  
pa r ton  d i s t r ibu t ions  are no t  well unde r s tood ,  owing  in par t  to the scarci ty  of  
expe r imen ta l  da t a  in a reg ion  o f  phase  space  where  pe r tu rba t ive  Q C D  can be 
conf ident ly  app l i ed .  In add i t i on ,  there  has not  been  ove rwhe lming  theore t ica l  interest  
in the subjec t  for  a var ie ty  o f  reasons .  At very high energy,  the pa r tons  (quarks  and  
gluons)  a re  concen t r a t ed  at  low x where  the p a r t o n  po la r i za t ions  are expec ted  to 
be small .  Moreove r ,  there  is a w idesp read  fee l ing that  there  is l ikely to be litt le 
cor re la t ion  be tween  the spin  o f  the nuc leon  and  the sp in  o f  the pa r tons  (i.e. pa r ton  
a symmet r i e s )  at smal l  x. 
We have  ana lyzed  some o f  these issues in the  contex t  o f  pe r tu rba t ive  Q C D .  In 
par t i cu la r ,  we shal l  p resen t  ana ly t ica l  and  c o m p u t a t i o n a l  a rguments  that  cer ta in  
pa r ton  po l a r i za t i ons  grow with increas ing  energy  ( for  fixed x).  
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Our attitude is not that one needs polarized beams an d /o r  targets to verify 
perturbative QCD. Rather, our concern is with the issue of  whether polarized protons 
would provide a useful toot for the discovery and investigation of new physical 
phenomena, new particles or interactions, at very high energies. There is consensus 
that it is useful to have polarized lepton beams and, if quarks and gluons could be 
given large polarizations, undoubtedly it would be very desirable. However, for the 
reasons stated previously, there is considerable controversy about the utility of 
polarized hadrons. For an accelerator of a given energy, searches for new physical 
phenomena frequently focus not on the abundant events which dominate interac- 
tions, even at relatively large transverse momenta,  but rather on the rare events of 
distinguishing signature, frequently associated with mass thresholds which would 
consume a substantial fraction of the available energy. For these high-mass events, 
the participating partons have relatively larger values of x where the distributions 
are small but where polarization is apt to be relatively larger. Thus, the fact that 
certain parton polarizations at fixed x increase with energy may be very useful, if 
the luminosity permits the exploration of the tails of  the parton distributions. 
Polarization can provide information not obtainable in other ways and is a sensitive 
probe for new interactions which violate QCD symmetries such as parity. 
Our new results, together with the historical importance of  spin as a tool for 
unraveling the nature of new interactions, suggest that the question of  the utility of 
polarization experiments at very high energy requires more careful analysis than 
have been performed so far. In this paper we will study the Q2 evolution of the 
structure functions, reviewing first the unpolarized case in sect. 2 and then discussing 
the polarized case in sect. 3. Some of the experimental consequences of  the high- 
energy behaviour of the patton spin asymmetries are examined in sect. 4, and some 
concluding remarks are given in sect. 5. 
2. Unpolarized distributions 
Let us consider the evolution equations for the parton distribution functions, for 
which an intuitive formulation has been provided by Lipatov [3] and by Altarelli 
and Parisi [4]. Let q~(x, t) denote the quark distributions (of flavor i) in a polarized 
proton, either with helicity parallel (+) or anti-parallel ( - )  to the proton helicity. 
Similarly, G~(x, t) denote the parallel (+) and antiparallel ( - )  gluon distributions. 
Here t = In (Q2/A2),  where A is the QCD scale parameter and Q is some momentum 
scale relevant to the particular process of  interest. The usual distributions for 
unpolarized protons are the sums qi = q~_ + qi_ and G = G÷ + G_. In the following, 
we shall be particularly interested in the quark and gluon helicity asymmetries, 
Aq = q ÷ - q _  and AG = G ÷ - G _ ,  but, to put this in context, let us first recall the 
general features of the Q2 evolution of the unpolarized quark and gluon distributions. 
It is well-known that, as Q2 increases, the distributions grow for small x and 
diminish for large x. However the Q2 dependence is most easily expressed mathemati- 
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cally in terms of the moments of the distributions, defined as 
Io' f . ( t )~  dxx"-' f(x,  t), (1) 
for any distribution f(x, t). Given the moments,  to obtain the distribution functions 
themselves, one must perform an inverse Mellin transform 
I i~ dn f(x, t) = J-i~o 2=--) x-"f.(t) ,  (2) 
requiring analytic continuation to complex n. So it is useful to understand the 
behavior of the moments for noninteger n. The evolution equations are conveniently 
reviewed by Altarelli [5] whose notation we shall largely follow. (See, in particular, 
table 2, p. 40 of [5].) The various nonsinglet (e.g. valence) distributions obey 
~ttq ( x , t ) = - - ~  y P q q  Y qNS(y,t) 
------ CX!!) pqq®qNS (3) 
2"rr 
with the strong coupling constant a ( t )  -1=  bt, and b-= ( 3 3 -  2f)/121r, where f is the 
number of quark flavors (of mass less than Q). The solution for the moments is 
qNS(Q2)= NS aS q.,, e -  , (4) 
where d, =- Aqq/27rb, and A qq is the nth moment  of  Pqq. We introduce the variable 
S(Q2) = In (t/to), where to corresponds to some initial momentum value Qo where 
the distribution is presumed to be known. The exponent  d, is negative (positive) 
for all real n > 1 (n < 1). The vanishing of  d~ implies that qNS is energy independent, 
corresponding physically to the conservation of flavor quantum numbers. A qq has 
poles at nonpositive integers. The leading pole at n = 0 can be shown to control the 
small x behavior giving 
qNS(x,S)=qNS(x,O)+2RNSs f~ dy I'(~Y)q~S(X--, O) (5) 
Y ~v kY ' 
where It is the modif ied Bessel funct ion o f  order one, ~'y---2x/RNsS ]n ( l / y ) ,  and 
R Ns is the residue o f the  pole of  d. at n = 0. (R Ns= Pqq(O)/2~rb = 2/31rb). The small 
x behavior of  qNS(x, 0) is believed to be related to Regge intercepts, with leading 
behavior proportional to x -"o, corresponding to poles in q,o at n = ao. For sufficiently 
small x, eq. (5) becomes 
qNS(x, S) ~ ~/R----~ exp [2x/gNSs In ( i / x ) ]  qNS(x, 0) ,  (6) 
The range of  x for which these approximations are valid is a complicated question. 
Corrections to eq. (5) are likely to be down by a power of x, whereas eq. (6) is 
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good only for [ln(1/x)/RNSS]~,l. The smallest value of  x permissible is more 
problematic,  and we defer to extensive discussions of  this subject [6]. The behavior 
of  q(x, S) at x = 1 can also be deduced [7], but these predictions are not so relevant 
at very high energies and will not be reviewed here. 
The singlet quark distribution 2(x, t)= ~ ..... (q + (1) and the gluon distribution 
G(x, t) are coupled by the evolution equations, abbreviated as [5] 
d 2 Poo ) ~ G )  (7) 
~ t ( _ ~ ) - a ( t ) ( P q q  2fPq G ~ / / - , ~  
.poq 
so their evolution is more complicated. The solution for the moments  may be written 
a s  
- _-7~- ~ -  exp [d~S]  
G n  a n - a n 
-~ ÷ exp [d2S]  
an --a: -- 
(8) 
where 
A G G  ~, qq  -t- i1 - -  ~ n  A n  ± 
a n ~  2A~q ' 
GG qq 2 qG Gq A11=x/(An - A , )  +4An A,  , 
d~ =4-~  [ A~G + Aqq~ An ] . 
We shall refer to d~ + (d~) as the dominant  (subordinate)  eigenvalue or exponent. 
(Unlike the original conventions of  Altarelli and Parisi [4], a factor 2 f  has been 
absorbed into Aq°.) These are complicated expressions, whose implications for the 
behaviors of  the x-distributions are not so transparent.  The dominant  eigenvalue 
d ,  + is negative (positive) for n > 2 (n < 2). Its vanishing at n = 2 corresponds to the 
conservation of  momentum,  22 + G2 = 1. To see this in the present formalism, one 
must note that conservation of  momentum implies relations among the elements of  
the An matrix [4], in particular A qq = - A ~  q. This implies a2÷ = 1 so that, indeed, 
22+  G2 is conserved. (Below, we shall derive an analogous,  hitherto unnoticed, sum 
rule for the singlet spin asymmetries.) Since d2 < 0, one can predict the asymptotic 
momen tum fractions 22 and G2 (as a function of  the number  of  flavors). 
These complicated expressions for the singlet moments  do not yield obvious 
implications for the x-distributions. Roughly, Z(x ,  S) and G(x, S) behave similarly 
with increasing S, falling at large x but rising at small x. The precise value Xo(t) at 
which the behavior  crosses over is Q2 dependent ,  with Xo(t)--, 0 as t ~  oo so that, 
ultimately x 2  and xG become proportional  to 8(x).  This growth at small x appears 
accentuated by the fact that 2 and G are proport ional  to x -t  as x->0. Equations 
similar to eq. (5) for the nonsinglet distribution can be derived, with approximate 
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behavior as x ~ 0, given by 
xG(x, S)ccexp [2x/R+S In ( l / x ) ] ,  (9) 
where R+ is the residue of  the pole of d~ + at n = 1. This is in fact proportional to 
A,  , and it turns out that R÷ = C2(G)/zrb =3/~rb, a number of order the pole in G~ 
1. The coefficient of the exponential is a power of In ( I / x )  which depends on the 
precise behavior of xG(x, O) as x ~ 0 .  xZ is slightly less singular as x ~ 0 ,  with 
xX oc IS~ R÷ In (1/x)]I/2xG. Since the range of  validity of this approximation requires 
[In (1/x)/R+S]~, 1, xX,~xG. Thus gluons ultimately dominate quarks in those 
processes in which both participate, such as in hadron scattering. 
This completes our review of  the properties of the unpolarized distributions. 
3. Polarized distributions 
We shall now carry through an analogous discussion for the helicity asymmetries 
Aq and AG. The nonsinglet (valence) quark distributions, AqNS(x, t), obey exactly 
the same equation, eq. (3), as qNS, because of  helicity conservation of the coupling 
of quarks to vector gluons. Note in particular that Aq Ns is a constant, corresponding 
to a conserved average spin asymmetry for each flavor of quark. The behavior of 
AqNS(x, 0) as x ~ 0 is believed to be similar also, so the valence quark asymmetry 
evolves like qNS. 
Can anything more precise be said about the evolution of the valence quark 
polarization Aqr~S(x, S)/qNS(x, S)? This polarization is a rough measure of the 
contribution of  valence quarks to the asymmetry of certain physical processes, such 
as parity violation in jet production or the polarization of  W and Z bosons if 
produced in polarized p~ or pp collisions. Intuitively and experimentally [8], the 
quark polarization at low energy is large at large x and small at small x. Since the 
valence quark evolution with energy is due to helicity conserving gluon emission, 
one would expect to find the valence quark asymmetry conserved (Aql is constant) 
but evolving to lower values of  x. Thus, we expect the valence quark polarization 
at fixed x to increase with energy. We now provide a formal proof  of this: From 
the evolution equations, one can show that 
d q(x.s) I fxd, (x) 1 (I0) 
dS q(x,S) -2zrb y Pqq y ~ L  q(y,S) q(x,S) J" 
One need not regulate the singularity in Pqq(Z) at x = 1, because the quantity in 
brackets vanishes for x =y .  Thus the kernel 
4 l + z  2 
(11) Pqq(Z) 3 1 - z 
is strictly positive. So long as the polarization of  valence quarks is monotonically 
increasing with x, i.e. 
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A~I(y,S)>Aq(x,S) for y > x ,  (12) 
q(y, S) q(x, S) 
the integrand is manifestly positive. Thus, the derivative (d /dS)Aq/q> 0, so the 
valence quark polarization increases with increasing energy! Certainly all models 
compatible with the SLAC-Yale data [8] must have the valence quark polarization 
strongly correlated with the nucleon spin, increasing with increasing x. Although 
we have not proved this monotonicity persists at all energies, it is certainly plausible 
and is supported by numerical integration of  this equation. In fig. 1, we show the 
results on A V / V  for the valence quark distributions considered in a recent study 
[9]. It is interesting to understand better the origin of  this increase, so we show in 
fig. 2 the separate evolution of A V and V. Note that over this range in Q2, for the 
interval O.08<x<O.18,AV actually increases while V decreases. Although it 
becomes increasingly difficult to probe high x for large Q2, we note that the new 
ep collider HERA promises to determine the unpolarized structure functions with 
reasonable accuracy at Q2= 104 (GeV/c)2 out to about x = 0.5. Should a polarized 
proton beam be developed at some future date, experimenters would be able to 
verify this increase in quark polarization at fixed x, an unambiguous prediction of 
QCD. 
Since AqNS/qNS increases with energy if the initial polarization increases with x, 
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Fig. 1. Valence quark polarization A V(x)/V(x) as a function of x for Q2 = 5 GeV 2 (solid curve) and 
Q2 = 5 x 10 4 GeV 2 (dashed curve) from ref. [9]. 
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Fig. 2a. Valence quark  distr ibution V(x) as a funct ion of  x for  Q2 = 5 GeV 2 (solid curve) and Q2 = 
5 x 104 GeV 2 (dashed curve) f rom ref. [9]. 
that a polarization which is a constant function of  x is a stable solution, we conjecture 
that 
AqNS(x, Q~) 
lim dqNS(x' Q2) _ lim . (13) 
o2oo qNS(x ' Q2) x-i qNS(x, Qo 2) 
Even though both AqNS(x, Q 2 )  and qNS(x, Q 2 )  tend to zero at fixed x > 0 ,  this 
conjecture, if proved, would certainly contradict the prevalent notion that quark 
polarization is degraded at high energy. 
Turning to the more complicated singlet helicity asymmetries, one finds equations 
of  exactly the same form as eq. (7) with solutions of the same form as eq. (8). (One 
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Fig. 2b. Same as Fig. 2a for the valence quark asymmetry  AV(x). 
TABLE 1 
Numerical  values of  ~, corresponding to Ad+~ = 0 for 
different number  of  flavors and coefficients of  the 
general solution for the moments  of  polarized struc- 
ture functions. 
f v Aa~ AaS Ad~ 
3 1.57 1 -0 .36  -0 .36  
4 1.54 0.94 -0 .49 -0.41 
5 1.52 0.88 -0 .62 -0 .48  
6 1.49 0.84 -0 .76  -0 .57  
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simply replaces the distributions Z, G, and the kernels of  P by the asymmetries AZ, 
AG, and AP, respectively.) The dominant  exponent  Ad + is negative (positive) for 
n > v, (n < v), where the value of v lies in the interval, 1 < v < 2, the precise value 
depending weakly on the number  of  flavors. (See table 1.)The vanishing of the 
dominant exponent dd +-- 0 leads to a conserved quantity similar to momentum 
conservation for the unpolarized distribution. Thus 
A,,~ +(Aa+~)AG,, (14) 
is independent of  Q2, a v sum rule for spin asymmetries.  As can be seen in table 
1, Aa~ += 1 for f = 3 ,  and in this case we have exactly 
AA qq : - - A A  Gq , AA,,qG = --AA,,GG . 
Aa+~ decreases from this value for increasing number  of  flavors. Because the subordin- 
ate eigenvalue.is negative, one can predict the ~symptotic values of  the singlet quark 
and gluon moments 
AG,,] ~ A a + - A a ;  " (15) 
The asymptotic ratio of the quark to gluon moments  can be read from table 1. 
However, the small value of the subordinate exponent  Ad~ implies very slow 
approach to the asymptotic value so one should not be surprised if deviations are 
large in practice. Regardless, the sum rule should be valid and should provide a 
useful check on numerical computat ions at the very least. Because the singlet quark 
and gluon asymmetries are believed to be nearly constant as x-> 0, this sum rule 
should not be sensitive to the small x behavior.  The existence of  this sum rule is a 
detailed dynamical prediction of  QCD. 
The subordinate exponent Ad~ vanishes at n = 1, as is well known. A priori this 
would not be so useful, but, since the quark asymmetry  A-~I decouples from the 
dominant  eigenvalue (Aa~ =0), this has some utility. The constancy of  AZ1 is 
well-known [10] and corresponds to helicity conservation owing to the vector nature 
of  the gluon coupling. The behavior of  AG1 has received less attention, even though 
the positivity of  the dominant  eigenvalue implies the average gluon asymmetry 
increases with energy. In fact, Ad~-= 1 so that 
1 AZ,o) t 
AG1--> ( AGI° +-~a~ _ to (16) 
as t = In ( Q 2 / A 2 ) - > o o .  Note that the growth is driven in part  by the initial quark 
asymmetry,  so that this conclusion follows regardless of  how small G~o might be. 
(The coefficient of  AZ~o, (Aa~) -~ = 1rb, is not particularly small.) However interesting 
this result may be, we wish to emphasize that the quark asymmetry AZn couples to 
the dominant  eigenvalue for n ~ 1. Since Ad + > 0 for n < v, both the quark and the 
gluon singlet moments are increasing with energy. 
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Conservation of angular momentum along the direction of  motion of  the nucleon 
takes the form 
1 1 - ~A2, + AG1 + (Lz), (17) 
where (L~) represents the contribution of  the orbital angular momentum of  the 
partons. It has been noted previously that the neglect of  the orbital term is incon- 
sistent with the evolution equations [10], but our observation that AG1 increases 
proportional to In Q2 underscores the importance of  (Lz), which necessarily must 
compensate this growth. Since 
L~ = (rTXpT)z, 
unlike in the parton model, transverse momenta cannot be ignored at high energies. 
This is indeed the case in perturbative QCD where the cut off in PT is known to be 
of the order of Q [3, 4]. Models of  nucleon asymmetries universally neglect orbital 
excitations, so they can at best be approximately valid below a certain energy scale. 
More work is needed to determine this range of  validity and to understand better 
the interdependence of quark asymmetries and gluon asymmetries. The small x 
behavior can also be analyzed in a manner similar to the unpolarized case. One 
finds that 
AG(x, S ) - e x p  [2x/AR+S In ( l / x ) ]  (18) 
up to powers of  In ( l /x ) .  Here AR+ is the residue of  the pole of  Ad + at n = 0, given 
by 
1 [10 + . , / 6 4 _ 6 f  ] (19) AR~_ = ~ b  
Although AG does not have the power of  x -1 present in G, it is amusing that the 
exponential factor has a larger coefficient than in the unpolarized case, i.e., AR+ > R+. 
As an example, for f =  6 flavors, AR+ = 2.91 whereas R+ = 1.71. Thus 
AG--x  exp [0.80x/S In ( l / x ) ] .  (20) 
G 
One sees that the gluon polarization ( A G / G )  remains small at small x, although 
the effective power of x may be reduced from 1. It is interesting that once again, 
we have found a polarization which increases with energy (at fixed x) within this 
limited range of  validity. Since A2 behaves like AG as x-~ 0, the preceding remarks 
apply all the more to the singlet quark distribution. 
Can one establish results similar to the non-singlet result concerning the correlation 
of  the x-dependence of  the quark and gluon polarizations at low energy with their 
energy evolution? Unfortunately, this seems to be a complicated question involving 
not only the behavior of  these distributions but also the nature of the probability 
functions P and Ap. The point is that, for gluons, there are nonzero amplitudes for 
both helicity states regardless of  whether the gluon arises from a quark or gluon 
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branching. One sees in the explicit solutions for each moment, of the form of eq 
(8), a mixing of quark and gluon moments in the eigenvectors. As an indication ot 
the complexity, consider the purely gluonic case, neglecting fermions altogether. 
The gluon polarization can be easily shown to obey 
d AG(x,S) 1 F'dyO(y)lpoo{x_~r~a(y) ao(x) l 
dS O(x, S-----~ - 2~r~ .Ix y a(x) [ ++ \y] L ~ O(x) J 
Ao(y) +AG(x)I} 
- \ y / L  O ( y )  O ( x )  J " 
(2]) 
The first term in the integrand, the helicity conserving term, is of the same form as 
in the nonsinglet quark case, but the second term, due to helicity flip, is manifestly 
negative. As a result, it is difficult to draw model independent conclusions. Perhaps 
it is useful to note that GO OG P + + ( z ) ~ , P _ + ( z ) > O  for 0.4<~z< 1. So for large x, we can 
perhaps neglect the second term and the form reduces to one similar to the nonsinglet 
case. Thus our conclusion is the same: If the gluon polarization is monotonically 
increasing with x, it will increase with energy, for large x (say x >  0.5). This 
conclusion is unlikely to be altered by the addition of  the singlet quark distributions, 
E and zaX, provided the quark polarization is also monotonically increasing and 
the quark polarization has the same sign as the gluon polarization. 
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Fig. 3. G l u o n  a s y m m e t r y  AG(x)I G(x) as a func t ion  o f  x for Q2 = 5 GeV 2 (sol id  curve)  and  Q2 = 5 x 10 4 
GeV 2 (dashed curve) from ref. [9]. 
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Explicit numerical solutions to the coupled equations in a recent model [9] lend 
quantitative support to the notion that the gluon polarization at fixed x may rise 
dramatically with energy. In fig. 3, we reproduce a figure from this work demonstrat- 
ing a very substantial growth in (AG/G)  at all x. In our view, there is considerable 
uncertainty about the magnitude of  the intial gluon asymmetry, for which there are 
no direct experimental or theoretical constraints except that [A G I <~ G. The important 
conclusion is the rise of gluon polarization with energy*. Further insight into the 
origin of this effect is provided by fig. 4, where the behavior of  G and AG separately 
102 - \  i i i I i l I I 
- - _  Q2 = ,5.10 4 GeV 2 
io o 
i d  I 
id 2 
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x 
Fig. 4a. G iuon  d is t r ibut ion O(x) as a funct ion o f  x for  Q2 = 5 GeV 2 (solid curve) and Q2 ~, 5 x 10 4 GeV 2 
( d a s h e d  c u r v e )  f r o m  r e f .  [ 9 ] .  
* In this work, the number of  etIective flavors was taken to be f =  3 for all Q2. The ettects of  heavier 
quarks on these results will be investigated in future work. 
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Fig. 4b. Same as fig. 4a for the gluon asymmetry AG(x). 
are shown. Note  that over this energy range, in the interval 0 .10<x~<0.25 ,  AG 
increases while G decreases. While it is not an easy matter to ascertain the dominant 
origin o f  these effects, we believe it is largely due to the transfer o f  the substantial 
low-energy quark asymmetry into the high-energy gluon asymmetry. 
4. Experimental prospects and implications 
We repeat that models  tend to minimize possible gluon polarization and that 
there is no direct experimental information on this quantity. As a result, it is 
worthwhile to ask which experiments would be sensitive to such polarization. Noting 
that wide-angle jet production is dominated by g luon-g luon  or quark-gluon scatter- 
ing out to be very large PT, measurements o f  angular asymmetries with polarized 
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beams and targets may offer one source of information. We recall that wide angle 
gluon-gluon scattering is largely helicity conserving, which enhances the prospects. 
(See fig. 5.10 of [2].) Heavy quark production (at least for bottom and top) may be 
dominated by gluon-gluon interactions in hadron-hadron  collisions and by photon-  
gluon fusion in lepton-hadron collisions. The sensitivities of  these reactions to 
polarization have yet to be worked out. Prompt photon product ion at large P'r 
appears to be one of the cleanest sources of  information on gluon distribution 
functions. I t  is also an efficient transmitter of  the gluon polarization. In fig. 5, we 
show the double helicity asymmetry in prompt photon product ion at fixed longi- 
tudinal momentum fraction XF as a function of  the transverse momentum fraction 
XT in the model of  ref. [9]. We regard the absolute value of  this asymmetry as quite 
uncertain but the increase as a function of  Q 2  exemplifies the effect of  the evolution 
equations and is quite encouraging. Notice that the asymmetry is far greater at large 
XF than at XF = 0. Unfortunately at SSC energy the cross section at XT = 0.1 for XF = 0 
is expected to be of the order of 10 -4° cm2/GeV and to decrease for larger xF values. 
This makes the test very hard so perhaps one should also considered single jet 
production at high PT which has a similar asymmetry with a much larger cross 
section. Anyway it would be very helpful to have a good measurement of prompt 
photon production with polarized proton beams on a polarized target in a range of 
Q2 where perturbative QCD is trustworthy. Obviously, this places great demands 
on the initial state polarizations and luminosity. Although more theoretical work 
needs to be done, in the absence of  reliable methods for predicting structure functions 
from nonperturbative QCD, there is no alternative to obtaining direct experimental 
information on the gluon polarization in a proton. 
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Fig. 5. Predict ions based on ref. [9] for the double helicity asymmetry  ALL in ~15-~ 3,X at v~  = 40 TeV 
for fixed x v as a funct ion o f  x T with Q2 = 5 GeV 2 (solid curves) and with the evolution scale Q2 1 2 = ~PT 
(dashed curves).  
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For quark asymmetries, the outlook is somewhat more hopeful, inasmuch as the 
European Muon Collaboration will soon report results of muon scattering from a 
polarized target at the SPS [11]. 
There are other QCD predictions of  significance for polarization experiments, 
because the fragmentation functions characterizing the probability that a quark or 
gluon yields a hadron also obey these evolution equations [12]. This is currently 
under investigation and will be reported elsewhere [13]. Effects occur similar to 
those found for the structure functions, viz., with increasing Q2, the fragmentation 
of  a quark or a gluon into a spinning hadron shows the hadron's helicity strongly 
correlated, with the average asymmetry growing as In Q2. This could be of great 
significance in the production of  "self-analyzing" particles such as the hyperons or 
for charm, bottom, or top jets or particles. 
5. Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that, in a number of  cases, polarization effects may increase 
with energy. We wish to emphasize that the general conclusions reached concerning 
the polarized proton structure functions would be true for any polarized hadron. 
One can imagine many related questions, for example, what could be learned from 
studies on quarkonium states of  definite helicity? Would polarization be an aid in 
the determination of the glueball spectrum? Should hints of  supersymmetry be 
revealed in accelerator experiments, how would polarization help resolve the proper- 
ties of  the new particles? It has been pointed out that the use of polarized beams 
in e+e - collisions at high energies must lead to spectacular effects for the production 
of  SUSY particles [14]. There are also interesting predictions for jets and for gauge 
boson production in hadronic collisions [15]. On the other hand, if technicolor 
ideas are correct, there are also particles such as leptoquarks and color octet scalars 
(P8 or r/T) for which polarization studies may be useful. 
The notion that parton asymmetries are diluted by the rapid growth in patton 
multiplicities is possibly a misleading oversimplification of  the prospects for polariz- 
ation experiments at high energy. The multiplicity growth is driven by the extremely 
small x behavior whereas our primary physics interests, especially in searching for 
and exploring new phenomena, may involve structure functions at relatively larger 
values of  x. Thus, for a multi-TeV collider, while polarization may be insignificant 
at small x (say x ~< 0.01), which region is responsible for the bulk of the events, our 
interest may be on the relatively rarer phenomena involving patrons at larger values 
of  x (say, x ~> 0.05) where polarization may be more substantial. This is all the more 
likely if the new phenomena violate one of  the natural symmetries of  QCD, such 
as parity. We have offered no firm conclusion at this time, since much more work 
is needed if the issue is to be definitively resolved. 
As plans proceed for the next generation of  hadron colliders, these questions 
become all the more urgent. Given our present ignorance of the breakdown to be 
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expected of the standard model, would it not be prudent to design future accelerators 
keeping in mind that, at some time in the future, the lattice may have to be modified 
to provide for the acceleration of polarized protons? We understand that this may 
require more and longer straight sections, planar rather than undulating rings, and 
perhaps larger tunnels. Might these requirements not be much more inexpensively 
accommodated if provided for in the initial design of the unpolarized beams? 
A fundamental step in obtaining a better understanding of the structure of spinning 
protons is a determination of the quark structure functions for polarized protons. 
To this end, a polarized proton beam at HERA would provide an incomparable 
facility, perhaps never to be duplicated. 
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Note added 
While completing this paper, we received two related preprints [16]. In the first, 
the authors extend the Altarelli-Parisi equations to the supersymmetric extension 
of the standard model. They have also noted the growth of A GI, which is determined 
by the initial values of the gluon and singlet quark moment, as in the nonsupersym- 
metric case. (Just as in the standard model, their results imply AG~ocln Q2, again 
suggesting a simple physical origin for this common result.) 
In the second paper, the authors express concern about this growth of AG~. They 
propose an adhoc modification of APGo for a = quark, gluon (or gluino in the 
supersymmetric extension) by adding a term/3~8(z), whose coefficient is determined 
by the requirement that the spin sum rule eq. (17) be satisfied without the addition 
of orbital angular momentum. They suggest that the growth of orbital angular 
momentum is somehow inconsistent with the small PT assumed by the parton model. 
On the contrary, one should recall that, in the Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi derivation 
[3, 4], the evolution with Q2 stems from the logPT growth (with PT- Q) of the 
branching probabilities. Here is precisely where QCD differs from the naive parton 
model and exact scaling. The behavior of the distribution functions for very small 
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x requ i res  the  inc lus ion  o f  h i g h e r  o r d e r  c o r r e c t i o n s  a n d  r e m a i n s  an  a c t i v e  subjec t  
for  r e sea rch  [17]. The  b e h a v i o r  as x ~ 0  is qu i t e  u n l i k e  t he  s i ngu l a r i t i e s  o f  the 
A l t a r e i l i -Pa r i s i  kernels  as x - *  1, w h e r e  t he  a d d i t i o n  o f  a 8 ( 1 - x )  t e r m  is r e q u i r e d  
by w a v e  func t i on  r e n o r m a l i z a t i o n .  F i n a l l y ,  t he  a u t h o r s  a d d i t i o n  o f  a 8 ( z )  t e rm 
i n t r o d u c e s  a pecu l i a r  n o n - a n a l y t i c i t y  in to  t he  AAn m o m e n t s .  As  n o t e d  in o u r  text ,  
the  g luon  m o m e n t  AGn is g r o w i n g  fo r  al l  n < u. Its c a n c e l l a t i o n  p r e c i s e l y  at n = 1 
does  not  c h a n g e  this fact. I n  shor t ,  we  b e l i e v e  the  p r o p o s e d  m o d i f i c a t i o n  is n e i t h e r  
m o t i v a t e d  by no r  cons i s t en t  w i th  w h a t  w e  k n o w  o f  Q C D .  
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